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Egypt and Israel, disabused of purely military solutions, recognised that noth-

ing short of a political settlement could bring stability. The military out-

come of the war seemed precisely designed to produce peace negotiations.

The war also demonstrated the limits of the American-Soviet detente, especially

after the Russians started resupplying the Arabs on October 10 and the Soviet
threat to fly troops into the region on October 24.

The Russians airlifted a total of 15,000 tons of military supplies to the Arabs

during the war. The Americans started only three days later, on October 13,

but by the war's end had airlifted 22,400 tons of military equipment to Israel

on U.S. aircraft, and El Al flew in an additional 5,500 tons. Both Super-Po-

wers also mounted sealifts, but the survey reports that the quantities are

not known.

The table of estimated casualties in the war reveals that the Arabs lost ten

times as many men as Israel during the fighting. Egypt sustained 15,000 killed

and 45,000 injured. Syria, 7,000 killed and 21,000 injured. Israel's losses

are put at 2,812 dead and 7,500 injured. The Iraqis are estimated to have lost

125 dead and 260 injured.

The report also notes that the Soviets, who had one adviser attached to each

battalion, also lost some of them killed in action.

While Western-made weapons generally proved superior to Soviet equipment used

in the war, the surface-to-air equation may be different, especially because

of the Sam-6. The Soviet anti-tank missiles were effective, but not more so

than Nato weapons and not as good as some being produced in Europe, such as

Tow, Hot, or Milan. One of the major lessons of the war, the survey finds,

15 the need to have sufficiently strong defences to hold any surprise attack

until reinforcements arrive.

The war reinforced the need for Israel to have defensible frontiers--particu-

'arly in the north tcro there is little depth A defence line well beyond the

1967 frontiers would give Israel more comfort, but this means holding areas

that in recent history were Arab--''a political luxury that has been costly this

time and may be too costly in the future."

Internationally policed demilitarized zones on the Golan Heights and in areas

of the West Bank have more obvious attractions for Israel, the Institute be-

lioves, than they had Lcfcro the war.

(An article by David Lennon published in the Jerusalem Post.)

 

 


